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LESSON PLAN INFORMATION 

Lesson/Activity plan: Explore the 

SlideWiki Open Educational Resources 

and Courses 

Target/group: Adult Educators  

Topic/ competence: 4: Safety  

4.2 Protecting personal data and 

privacy 

Level: Advanced (6) 

Time: 45΄ 

INTRODUCTION 

• Digital device (desktop, laptop,tablet, 

smart phone) and internet access 

• Success Criteria:  

Choose the more appropriate ways to 

protect personal data and privacy in 

the SlideWiki digital environment. 

Evaluate the most appropriate ways 

of using and sharing personally 

identifiable information while 

protecting myself and others from 

damages. 

Evaluate the appropriateness of 

privacy policy statements on how 

personal data are used at the 

SlideWiki Platform. 

Transfer the knowledge gained to 

other digital environments. 

TEACHER NOTES 

• SlideWiki is an online slideshow tool 

that offers users the chance to create 

and collaborate on slides, 

assessments and to share content as 

structured open educational resources 

using a Creative Commons licence. 

• EU data protection rules 

 

MATERIALS, DEVICES AND TOOLS 

Materials, devices or tools  needed for this lesson (needed to develop 

certain competence): 

1. Digital device (desktop, laptop,tablet, smart phone);  

2. Internet access; 

3. SlideWiki; 

4. EU data protection rules. Available at 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/eu-data-protection-

rules_en  

 

LESSON TASK 

INTRODUCTION (15 min): 

Activating prior knowledge (1: Information and data literacy  

1.1 Browsing, searching and filtering data, information and digital 

content; 2: Communication and collaboration 2.4 Collaborating through 

digital technologies; 3: Digital content creation 3.3 Copyright and 

licenses). 

Micro-lecture on General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 

 

Activity 1 (15 min): 

Take the time to read carefully the “Statement of Data Protection 

Conditions” of the SlideWiki. Feel free to ask your facilitator any 

question you may have. 

 

Activity 2 (15 min): 

2.a Make an informed decision concerning the provision of the following 

information: 

Country you currently reside in 

Interests 

Description of yourself 

Birth Date 

Organisation you are affiliated with 

Languages you speak 

2.b Make an informed decision concerning the activation of the 

notifications function. 

2.c Make an informed decision concerning “cookies”. 

LEARNING OUTCOME 

By completing this lesson task, adult educators will be able to  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/eu-data-protection-rules_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/law-topic/data-protection/eu-data-protection-rules_en
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TEACHING METHODS 

☒Learning by doing 

☐Project-based learning 

☒Active learning strategies 

☐Blended learning 

☒Peer learning 

☒Hands-on learning 

☒Collaborative learning 

 

• Gain knowledge on the EU data protection rules. 

• Understand the rights of the data subject. 

• Choose the more appropriate ways to protect personal data and 

privacy in the SlideWiki digital environment. 

• Evaluate the most appropriate ways of using and sharing 

personally identifiable information while protecting myself and 

others from damages. 

• Evaluate the appropriateness of privacy policy statements on 

how personal data are used at the SlideWiki 

Platform.Collaborate on decks with peers.  

REFLECTION 

• Self-reflect on the level of completion of each activity. 

• Which have been the driving forces and the challenges you 

encountered during each activity? 

• Have you been able to understand your rights as data subject? 

• Have you been able to make informed decisions concerning the 

protection of your personal data? 

• What was the best part of this lesson? 

TESTING / ASSESSMENT 

• The most important is to participate and get involved. 

• Next, important aspect what indicates a successful lesson that 

lesson task is achieved (according to the plan or with other 

ideas, if possible). 

• Awareness and correction of mistakes is also a very good 

achievement of the lesson (problem solving)  

• To assess learners’ knowledge: 

Discuss at which level learners are now protecting their personal 

data at the SlideWiki digital environment. 

 

  
 


